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THE PARKERS
Twenty-four of us from
Milestones English
Institute venture into the
wide wild world of the
confusing etiquette of
social lawn bowling on a
recent Friday, but luckily
we had our scrupulous
Simon there to help us. I was pleased with Simon’s ‘simple
instructions’ for my pre-intermediate students ‘good you’re holding’
and ‘too wide but good line’, meant nothing to my little darlings until
he started physically showing them, but unfortunately for me, he
used me as target practice and some of my students are A-class
Colombian cleaners with muscles to prove it! Anyway it all went
down well and no one was injured and Simon was seen off with
three cheers of thanks and many hugs. Thank you APBC for letting
us enjoy our beautiful club and its people – Donna Paul

Tips for Pennant thirds

Playing third offers a number of unique
challenges. You may often be called to play
unusual shots – for example, position bowls
not focussed on taking or adding shots, but
defending against possible moves by the
opposition. On the other hand, you may
indeed be called to put at least one bowl into
the head, delivering a ‘simple’ draw.
So for practice, work on bowling to all positions
on the rink, on both hands and to all lengths. You
should also work on a range of weighted shots
that may be required to change the head. But
remember, it’s the skip who decides in the end
which is the best shot to be played.
When the skip is bowling and you are controlling
the head, don’t feel obliged to to offer advice or
call a shot every time the skip comes to the mat.
It will only be a bowl or two since they left the head
and will already have a pretty good idea of what
they want to do. Too much advice may only serve
to distract. At the same time, be ready to answer
any questions the skip might have, especially after
an opposition bowl has changed the head.

stop
press

The final critical skill of the third is estimating
distances and measuring. Practice picking the
shot bowl between two close alternatives. Your
skip may often ask which bowl is shot or which
bowl is the opposition’s closest. Be ready to offer
your view on these questions, but wait until asked.
When it comes to measuring, don’t just trust your
‘sense of distance’. If it seems to be fairly close,
it’s often better to just measure quickly than to
walk around trying to decide from a distance.
And watch that your opposite third doesn’t try
to rush the call on how many shots are to be
counted.
And a final piece of advice for thirds: ‘Always,
always mark touchers.’ If a drive or weighted shot
is on the way in, move forward of the jack and
watch to see if the incoming bowl touches the
jack on its way through. Everything else can be
managed once the bowl (and the head) comes to
rest, but there are no instant replays on the initial
contact.

Thursday Training 30 January

Due to the forecast extreme termperature on Thursday, formal
training will not be held this week. If you still plan to roll up anyway,
please try to do so in the cooler part of the day, stay hydrated and
in the shade as much as possible. Better yet, maybe practice on
Wednesday or Friday instead, although remember there will be a
fairly large function at the club from 6pm on Friday.

THE PARKERS

around the club

Next Board Meeting
The next Board Meeting is on 18 February at 5pm.
Please give the Secretary reasonable notice if
you have an item for discussion and would like to
attend the beginning of the meeting.
twilight LEAGUE
Twilight League now enters the second half of
the season with two more quarterly prizes, plus
lucrative season end prizes, yet to be won. Our
friendly but competitive matches start at 6pm on
Wednesdays and are open to players with some
bowling experience. Just show up by 5.50pm –
there’s still time to make your mark!
Rain Jackets
Our latest order of rain jackets has arrived.
They are $45 each (after a subsidy from the club).
If you would like one, be sure to see Margot.
Name Badges
We are looking to put in our next order for name
badges. If you’d like one, or maybe a different
one with say just your first name, please add your
order to the sheet on the notice board. The more
badges we can fit in the order, the more we can
defray the shipping costs. Price remains $10/
badge. If you ordered a badge in the last batch,
please see Wayne to pick it up.
Bowler’s Supplies
If you need a tube of grippo, a chalk spray or a
measurer’s wedge, we have all of these for sale
at the office for less than you’ll find them in the
bowls shops ($8, $5 and $5 respectively). See
Wayne or any of the Board members.
Pennant Teams Selections
The selectors are always very interested in
feedback and opinions on team selection and
how they work out each week. After the match
on Saturday or Tuesday is a great time to have a
chat to any of the selectors, who are very happy to
hear from members after their experience on the
day. This is a good chance to let them know of any
criticisms or suggestions you might have.
A bit later after pennant on Tuesdays, you might
see the Saturday selectors working away on
teams for the coming weekend. If they ask for
your views on options or preferences, please
give them your best inputs and be as frank and
honest as you can. Otherwise, please leave them
to their unenviable task. And remember, the
selection email will confirm the finalised teams
(hopefully on Wednesday evening, but sometimes
not until Thursday). Also, as usual, if you become
unavailable or know of an unavailability coming up,

please let the selectors know as soon as you can.
Last minute changes are always the most difficult
to manage.
Have you seen Ken’s bowls?
Ken Gray’s bowls were on the table for sale a
while ago. Now they’re gone, but we’re not sure
where or with whom. If you know where they may
have gone, please let Wayne know.

Succulent Sale on Again

As a result of having a successful Succulent
Sale last year the Board has decided to have
another Succulent Sale in October this year.
We ask that as many members of the Club as
possible strike some succulents at home now
so that they can be sold as relatively mature
plants in 9/10 months time to raise money for our
clubhouse rebuilding fund.
It is not difficult and you can get information from
the internet as to how to achieve the best results.
If you need any advice please do not hestitate to
contact Christine or Ross Oakley for a few tips
on striking and growing the plants.
Further as Christine and Ross are out of town
for 4 months this winter we are looking for
‘Succulent Carers’ or ‘Plant Adopters’ for the
plants that they have already struck. If you are
able to look after a tray of growing plants for 4
months that would be very helpful for the project.
Thanks to Tony, Anne and Donna who have
already offered assistance.
There is not much work involved with looking
after the plants other than to water them every
couple of weeks or when they have been dry for
a week or so. If they are out in the elements they
probably will not need any watering at all in fact
they probably will need some drying out if the
rain has been heavy.
Please contact us on ross.oakley1@bigpond.com
if you would be able to assist.

Congratulations:
Club Championship winners

In the President’s Handicap final, Barry Toll
defeated Tony Edmonds.
In the Club Minor final, Barry Toll defeated Rex
Magnusson.
In the Club Proportional final, Janine Kibblewhite
defeated Kel Edgar.
In the Mixed Pairs final, Ross Oakley and Janet
Tesoriero defeated Carole Rafferty and Martin
Pelzer.
Congratulations to Barry, Janine, Ross and Janet
for their wins.

